**STEPS:**

- Identification
- Accommodations
- Support

**DISPATCHERS:**

**ARREST:**
- Communication
- Physical limitations
- Response time

**MIRANDA:**
- Knowing & intelligent

**DIVERSION**

**DISPATCHERS:**

**ARREST:**
- Communication
- Physical limitations
- Response time

**MIRANDA:**
- Knowing & intelligent

**DIVERSION**

**VICTIMS:**
- Call 911 if emergency! Report even if late

**OFFICERS:**
- 911 dispatchers send experienced officers

**PATIENCE!**

**REFERRAL TO VICTIM SERVICES EVEN IF NO CHARGES**

**EXPERIENCED FORENSIC INTERVIEWER**

**CREATIVE CASE BUILDING:**
- Ask everyone
- More than one way to get information
- Brief DA on disability

**NO CHARGES = END**

**SCREENING FOR I/DD**
- Medication
- General population
- Bail conditions understandable
- Pre-trial motions

**SENTENCING:**
- Mitigation packet
- Diversion programs

**COMPETENCE:**
- Incompetent to proceed
- Not guilty by reason of insanity
- Sentencing implications

**MEET AND UNDERSTAND PLEA CONDITIONS**
- General population
- Rehabilitation

**PREPARE FOR COURTROOM EXPERIENCE:**
- Judge
- Jury
- Witness

**EXPLAIN PLEA DEAL**

**IMPLEMENT PREVENTION PLAN**

Indicates number of people intersecting with system.
This model is based on The Sequential Interceptor Model. SAMHSA’s GAINS Center for Behavioral Health and Justice Transformation. (2013). Developing a comprehensive plan for behavioral health and criminal justice collaboration: The Sequential Intercept Model. Delmar, NY: Author.